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Datasheet
Deflection Table
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300 2190 26809 14278 38807 61369 1288

400 1533 10599 8031 21830 37082 758

500 1162 5163 5139 13971 25088 502

600 927 2867 3569 9703 18231 359
700 765 1744 2622 7129 13918 270
800 648 1135 2007 5458 11016 211

900 560 776 1586 4312 8963 170

1000 492 552 1285 3493 7453 140

1100 437 406 1062 2887 6307 117

1200 389 305 892 2426 5416 100

1300 325 217 760 2067 4708 86

1400 275 182 655 1782 4135 75

1500 236 146 571 1553 3664 66

Concentrated load
There are data of the concentrated load data causing a deflection of 1% at a certain span. 
The load is applied at the centre of a full panel, which is supported on two sides. 
Gratings supported on 3 or 4 sides will have less deflection.
This table is only valid for the uncut panels.
In case other deflections are specified, just multiply the specified percentage deflection with the 1% load data.

Uniform load
There are data of uniform load data for two sides supported grating at a certain span:
 the given data is for a deflection of 1 %
 the max. recommended load
 ultimate capacity.
 This data is also valid for panels which are cut.
In case other deflections are specified, just multiply the specified percentage deflection with the 1% load data to 
determine the max. load.
To calculate the deflections at max. recommended and ultimate capacity the same calculation
method can be used . Deflection is proportional with load.

Line Load
The data in this table gives a 1% deflection for a wide strip of 305 mm width.
The load is applied at the centre of this strip.
This data will be used to determine the deflection on cutted panels for concentrated loads,
supported on two sides .
For gratings with a larger width, the load can easily be calculated by multiplying the width with the given load, 
divided by 305 mm.

Using special clips to connect the unsupported gratings together, will reduce deflection.
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